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“You alone are the
LORD. You made the
heavens, even the highest heavens, and all their
starry host, the earth and
all that is on it, the seas
and all that is in them.
You give life to everything, and the multitudes
of heaven worship you.”

Nehemiah 9:6
(NIV)

GET THE WORD OUT
Nov 11-12, 6:00pm – 9:00 pm
Only a few more weeks before
the ARK sponsored mini conference! Announce it at your church,
tell your co-workers. Let’s fill the
event (400 possible). Copy and post
the enclosed sample flyer on page 2
or download it from the web. A bulletin insert and a PowerPoint slide
are also available at the web site,
http://www.arky.org/.
Another option is to use the mini
bulletin insert on this page and print
out copies of the flyer or bulletin insert on the web to place on your
church’s information table for people to pick up.
This is our first significant conference, six presentations with three
speakers (one via DVD) with a positive focus on the creation position,
compared to the dying one of evolution. Evolution is still
doing some serious
kicking, but come
learn how to keep it
from kicking you or
yours.
Resources (Books and

DVDs) will be available to purchase. A free will offering will be
taken to cover expenses.

Mini bulletin insert:

The Death of Evolution Mini Conference
Increase your faith in Creation - this two day conference will present a factual
defense of the creation as
God intended. Come and listen and decide for yourself.
Nov 11th and 12th:
Sunday/Monday
6:00 - 9:00 pm . Location:
Belmont Church Of Christ
3003 S Smithville Rd
Dayton, OH
2 mi South of US 35,
near Patterson Ave.
Ph: (937) 256-ARKY.
http://www.arky.org/
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The Death of Evolution
sponsored by The ARK Foundation of Dayton!
This is a two evening mini conference,
Sunday, Nov 11th and Monday, 12th: 6:00 pm until 9:00 pm
at Belmont Church Of Christ,
3003 S Smithville Rd, Dayton, OH
2 mi South of US 35, near Patterson Ave.
Plenty of FREE parking in rear.
Ph: (937) 256-ARKY.

•

•

6 Great Programs
Two Speakers each night
Special bonus DVD program each night before the speakers.
Sunday:
• 6:00 Registration and book/DVD sales - Meet Speakers
• 6:15 Evolution: The Greatest Deception Of All Time - DVD, Dr G Thomas Sharp (Special bonus DVD program)
• 7:00 Creation Relevance - Ron Cooper
• 7:45 Intermission and book/DVD sales - Meet Speakers
• 8:00 The Death of Darwinism - Dr. G Charles Jackson (Dr. J)
• 8:50 Closing and book/DVD sales - Meet Speakers
Monday:
• 6:00 Registration and book/DVD sales - Meet Speakers
• 6:15 Design: The Evolutionary Nightmare - DVD, Dr G Thomas Sharp (Special bonus DVD program)
• 7:00 Ten Things About Evolution - Ron Cooper, Things Everyone Needs to Know
• 7:45 Intermission and book/DVD sales - Meet Speakers
• 8:00 The New Evolution - Dr. G Charles Jackson (Dr. J)
• 8:50 Closing and book/DVD sales - Meet Speakers

Registration starts at 6:00 pm. A free will donation is requested.
Increase your faith in Creation - this mini-conference will present a factual defense
of the creation as God intended. Come and listen and decide for yourself.
-Dr G Thomas Sharp is founder of Creation Truth Foundation, Inc. in Noble, OK.
-Dr G Charles Jackson is founder of Points of Origin in Ashland, KY.
-Ron Cooper is founder of The ARK Foundation of Dayton in Dayton, OH.
All groups are intelligent supporters of a Biblical Six Earth Standard Day Creation
about 6000 years ago. Come hear a great defense of that position!
Sorry, no baby sitting will be provided. Program suggested for Jr. High age and
up.
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Who Are We

LOOKING AHEAD

The Ark Foundation of Dayton, Inc.

*Nov 15-18: 9:00 am until 5:00 pm. Windows of the World Missionary Convention with Two Major Speaker Programs at
Duke Energy Convention Center, 525 Elm
Street , Cincinnati, OH. Ph: (937) 256ARKY. See link for detailed information.
Separate programs for Adult, College,
Teens, Youth.
http://nationalmissionaryconvention.org/

We are a non-profit organization set
up to Educate, Train, Encourage
and Assist All People To
Understand How Great Is Our
Creator & Designer–God.
We are organized to affect the
public dialog on issues of science
and religion in our community. We
concentrate on presenting
information and assumptions
behind the two major worldviews
with their weaknesses and
strengths. Our standard is that the
Bible is correct, not like the
changing scientific community.
We see true science in accord with
the Bible, instead of fitting the
Bible into the constantly changing
Scientific Dogma.
Statement of Faith: We believe in
the Word of God as stated in the
Bible to be literal in context or as
interpreted by itself. Specifically
we believe the Genesis account of a
seven (6 work + 1 rest) day literal
creation week, death coming as a
result of Sin, a global flood, and the
Hope of the Resurrection. We
believe Biblical Truth first,
scientific theory second, especially
since it defines itself as always
changing. We believe good science
flows from an honest understanding
of Biblical Truth and in
questionable areas is a servant of
the Bible. We believe God is who
He says He is and are committed to
exposing these truths to the general
public.

*Dec 10: 7:00 pm until 8:35 pm. DVD:
Facing the Giants with ARK Monthly
Meeting at ARKY's House, Dayton, OH.
Ph: (937) 256-ARKY. As we finish this
year and promote the Creation message,
we want to feature some interesting family
fare. This out of nowhere smash hit is the
second film produced BY A CHURCH.
They admit it took a lot of effort, but it
worked well. This is a feel good, full
length, feature film that glorifies God. It is
something we all need in the holiday season. Guys, it's about football. Gals, its
about family. Sons and daughters, it's
about never give up, never back down,
never lose faith. People, It's about time we
invest in these good things.

Notes on Global Warming
by Ronnie E. Cooper

waters returned to the oceans
around the reformed continents.
The coastal areas experiences both
erosion and increased tide from the
melting which continues even today. Coastal flooding is to be expected. We should not build our
houses on the sand!
Major Reason Two: An observed
very high correlation between sun
spot activity and earth temperatures
has been observed and measured
for at least a hundred years. About
six years ago a mechanism was demonstated as the cause. Solar flares
create massive energy differences
which have many effects. The unknown one was they create more or
less clouds over the earth: more
clouds, lower temperatures. This is
the basic ebb and flow of temperatures on earth.
Both of these reasons are long period effects, thousands of years for
the first and decades and centuries
for the second.

Minor reason One: Human activity
has a less than two percent effect on
global temperatures, but that is significant, just not equal to the cost
and hype we hear about. Carbon
dioxide build up is locally real.
PLANT MORE TREES! Seventy
percent of earth is under water. Understand that most of the little critters at the bottom of the food chain
convert it to oxygen. We have been
given a recycling planet. The rules
for managing it are in the Basic InMajor Reason One: About 4000
struction Book Left on Earth.
years ago a massive destructive
That's the BIBLE. What are those
worldwide flood was reported on
Psalm 34: 1-4
rules you might ask. That's another
I will bless the LORD at all times: earth by its sole survivor. The after- article!
math included a massive weather
his praise shall continually be in my
mouth. My soul shall make her boast in
change. The polar regions froze and
"If everybody is thinking alike, then
the LORD: the humble shall hear thereof, earth temperatures dropped. Since
somebody isn't thinking." -- General
and be glad. O magnify the LORD with
that time the ice it created has been
me, and let us exalt his name together. I
George S. Patton, Jr.
melting in an ebb and flow and it
sought the LORD, and he heard me, and
retreated back further north and the
delivered me from all my fears.
There is a massive amount of
propaganda in today's world about
Global Warming. I am like you
and wanted to know if it had any
truth or know cause. I believe I
have found out to two major causes
and the minor one. It is very related
to our world views and I will not
give detail in this short article. I am
hoping many of you will like to
hear more and will tell us. Here
goes.
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Lord, You alone are Truth. Help us pass it on.
Your best advertizement is your truth tellers.
PASS ON NEWSLETTER
Email: arkfoundation@arky.org
Web: www.arky.org

Non Profit Org
U.S. Postage
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PO Box 20069, Dayton, OH 45420-0069 Ph: (937) 256-ARKY

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Please Renew Your Subscription Early and save us added expenses!

ARK's Ron Cooper on His Calling
This special edition is intended to mark the major change point on what ARK will do for the future. I am replacing the effort I used to do on the DRCF (Dayton Resource Curriculum Fair) with doing speaking, writing,
and organizing seminars like our upcoming first mini conference, "The Death of Evolution."
These conferences/seminars are intended to be on a par (to the best of our ability) with an Answers in Genesis
seminar. Ken Ham will not be here, but two quality speakers, Dr G Charles Jackson of Points of Origin
(Ashland, KY) and myself will be here. And through the magic of DVDs, Dr G Thomas Sharp, founder of
Creation Truth Foundation, Inc. (Noble, OK) will be giving a very dynamic and informational set of messages.
Each of us are founders of different local creation ministries with years of experience we are bringing to this
one event. Each of us bases our thinking on Biblical truth and knows historical and scientific information to
illustrate it.
I have surrounded myself with great speakers and I have every intention of doing my best, but we need you to
pray about this new event, tell others (invite them, give them flyers, PowerPoint ads, etc from web site),
and attend one or both evening programs. Hopefully, you will want to schedule future events for your
church.
Note: ARK is not doing DRCF any more. If any home school group wants to do it contact us immediately (you
need time to do it and vendors schedule their time far in advance).
"He who asks is a fool for five minutes, but he who does not ask remains a fool forever." -- Chinese proverb
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